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Abstract In this manuscript, a simple binary model is

devised that describes the wear behavior of two blocks

coupled under a constant, dynamically partitioned normal

load. In this simple system, the frictional force is reacted

by two independent springs and the blocks are allowed to

move and wear independently based on system dynamics

and kinematics. The only coupling between the blocks

occurs through the partitioning of the applied normal load,

which uses a pair of springs in parallel to model elasticity.

This system is found to preferentially wear one of the

blocks until two disparately unique conditions of steady

wear are reached in the system: (1) a condition in which

the partitioning of the load between the blocks yields

equal wear and thus steady partitioning of the load and (2)

a condition in which the pair of blocks go to zero wear by

having one block not sliding but carrying all of the load

and the other block completely slipping but carrying none

of the load. These ‘‘Janus blocks,’’ the simplest of binary

spring–block systems, begin life in a nominally identical

state and then their behavior bifurcates, producing run-

away or irregular wear. The onset of this instability can

initiate from any differences in load partitioning, spring

constants, friction coefficient, or wear rates (no matter

how small).

Keywords Low wear � Binary system � Stability �
Analytical model

List of Symbols

A Nominal contact area of each block

FN Normal load supported by each block

FT Total normal load supported by the two blocks

dh Cyclic incremental wear height of a block

h Total wear height of a block

dH� Non-dimensionalized cyclic incremental wear

height of a block

H� Non-dimensionalized total wear height of a block

K Wear rate of the blocks

kL Spring constant of the lateral springs

kN Spring constant of the normal springs

L Slider displacement

n Number of cycles per simulation

Ns Time constant of the system when one block is

constrained to zero wear

S Slip distance of each block

So Slip distance of each block on the first cycle

S�o Non-dimensionalized slip distance of each block on

the first cycle

X Deflection of the lateral spring due to friction

k Collection of system constants introduced for

brevity

l Friction coefficient of each block

Dl Difference between the friction coefficients of each

block (bl[ al)

X� Collection of system constants introduced for

brevity
a;b Superscripts preceding variables indicate to which

block they apply

i Subscript indicating the value of a variable at cycle ‘i’
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1 Introduction

Advances in tribology have yielded a better understanding

of wear and have guided the creation of many wear-resistant

materials (e.g., metal alloys, polymer composites, coatings,

and elastomers). The design of rolling elements and sliding

systems has progressed to a point where low and ultra-low

wear rates are routinely achievable. While crucial, a mate-

rial’s intrinsic wear resistance may only partly account for

the success or failure of a design or component. Each sliding

system is unique and in complex mechanical assemblies

seemingly volatile, and often surprising, behaviors emerge.

Wear and the consequences of changes in shape have been

shown to influence system dynamics and kinematics, and

result in a coupled evolution of performance and wear. In

many cases, the end of useful life is dictated by a loss of

function—not a complete loss of material.

A perfect machine has been described by some designers

as a system in which every component would wear out or fail

simultaneously at the designed end of life. In this manu-

script, we demonstrate that this may be nearly impossible to

realize even for a simple binary system. Some single-com-

ponent wearing systems, such as an eccentrically mounted

circular cam follower, adjust to wear in a predictable and

monotonic fashion [1]. In other systems, such as dynamic

multi-body mechanisms, both the wear and driving

dynamics may increase during use [2, 3]. Finally, for sys-

tems with multiple materials, the shape may evolve and alter

the contact mechanics during use [4, 5]. To capture the

complexities of real tribological systems, which are con-

founded by numerous material and environmental variables,

numerical and finite element models are more frequently

applied [6–16]. All of these systems are complex and chal-

lenging, with few yielding closed-form analytical solutions.

A curious finding in multi-body systems is that one of

the components appears to wear out long before the others,

and this single-component failure renders the entire system

inoperable. Irregular, uneven, and runaway wear events

have been observed in systems that undergo relatively

simple repetitive motions (e.g., tires, teeth, train wheels

and rails, and artificial hip joints [5, 17–21]). In this

manuscript, a simple binary system [22] of blocks coupled

under a single normal load is modeled in order to describe a

possible source of instabilities.

2 Modeling

2.1 Dimensional Problem Formulation

In this problem formulation, Archard’s model is used to

predict the recession of material as a function of the wear

rate, K, the slip distance, S, the total applied load, FT , and

the apparent area of contact, A [23]. The binary system

modeled here is shown in Fig. 1 and is comprised of two

blocks that are independently attached to ground, and

loaded through a pair of springs in parallel with constant

applied normal load to the pair. The motion of the slider is

treated as a periodic single stroke of constant distance, L.

The formulation is identical to a reciprocating contact

without the complexity of direction changes in the solution.

The model assumes steady friction coefficient, l, and

assumes that there is slip, S, between the blocks and the

slider during the first cycle. Additionally, the model

assumes that there is some minute difference in the wear

experienced between the blocks due to differences in either

wear rate, spring constants, friction coefficient, or unde-

formed spring lengths; such differences are the norm, not

the exception.

The lateral spring deflection, X, in Eq. (1) is solved for

each block independently (the superscripts preceding each

symbol denote the block to which they refer, and bold

terms denote that this parameter is assumed constant for the

analysis) and is determined by the cycle-by-cycle normal

load, FN , on each block, the friction coefficient, l, and the

respective spring constants, kL and kN. During a single

cycle, defined by a total slider displacement, L, the blocks

travel with the slider as far as the frictional deflection of the

lateral springs allows, X, and slip a remaining distance, S

(Eq. 2). Each block wears dh as a result of slip according to

Eq. (3).

a;bXi ¼
a;bl�a;bFNi

kL
ð1Þ

a;bSi ¼ L� a;bXi ð2Þ

a;bdhi ¼
K � a;bFNi � a;bSi

A
ð3Þ

The total wear recession h of each block is then defined

as the sum of the incremental wear from all previous cycles

(Eq. 4).

a;bhi ¼
Xn

i¼1

a;bdhi ð4Þ

In this system, any differences in wear between the two

blocks alter the partitioning of the normal load, Eq. (5),

and subsequently the slip on the following cycle,

Eq. (6). So, Eq. (7), is the slip that occurs on the initial

cycle.

a;bFNi ¼
1

2
FT þ kN

b;ahi�1 � a;bhi�1

� �� �
ð5Þ

a;bSi ¼ So þ
a;bl � kN

2 � kL
a;bhi�1 � b;ahi�1

� �
ð6Þ
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So ¼ L�
a;bl � FT

2 � kL
ð7Þ

The complete expression for the incremental recession of

material from each block for an individual cycle is then

given by Eq. (8).

a;bdhi ¼
K � FT � So

2 � A 1 þ kN

FT

b;ahi�1 � a;bhi�1

� �� �

1 þ
a;bl � kN

2 � So � kL
a;bhi�1 � b;ahi�1

� �� � ð8Þ

The total recession of material (a;bhi) for each block is then

the sum of the height recessions accumulated over all

preceding cycles as calculated above.

2.2 Non-Dimensionalization of the Model

Dimensionless expressions are developed in which an

asterisk denotes a dimensionless variable. The non-di-

mensional incremental material recession, a;bdH�, is

defined in Eq. (9) and is a result of normalization by the

maximum possible height difference between the two

blocks, which is equal to the deflection of one of the nor-

mal springs under the total applied load, FT .

a;bdH�
i ¼ kN � a;bdhi

FT
ð9Þ

Substitution of Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) and collection of terms

creates two additional dimensionless groups as given by

Eqs. (10) and (11), which represent the non-dimensional

wear potential and the non-dimensional slip fraction,

respectively. On a cycle-by-cycle basis, the non-dimen-

sional recession in height can be given by Eq. (12).

X� ¼ K � kN � L
A

ð10Þ

S�o ¼
So

L
ð11Þ

a;bdH�
i ¼ 1

2
�X� 1 þ b;aH�

i�1 � a;bH�
i�1

� �� �

S�o þ 1 � S�o
� �

a;bH�
i�1 � b;aH�

i�1

� �� � ð12Þ

2.3 The Conditional Bifurcation in Solutions

for Steady State

The Janus blocks are found to drive monotonically to two

different steady-state conditions in which there is either

zero wear on the blocks or a partitioning of load that

guarantees the wear is equal across the blocks. The system

becomes stable for either condition. Assume that the wear

rates of the two blocks are the same and that the incre-

mental amount of wear for each of the two blocks during a

given cycle is equal (Eq. 13). This is possible when the

product of the force and slip distance on each of the blocks

is also equal (Eq. 14). In this case, during the following

cycle the force on each block will not be altered, and thus

neither will the slip distance. Thereafter, the blocks con-

tinue to wear indefinitely at a steady rate and constant

force. Interestingly, a most unusual situation is also pre-

dicted: a situation in which one block runs to zero slip and

the other to zero load. Here, we follow the analytical

solution to determine which parameters dictate whether the

system moves to this extreme condition or whether the

system will find a steady partitioning of forces that are

nonzero.

Fig. 1 A simple system

comprised of two blocks

coupled under a single normal

load (FT) is imagined. Each

block experiences a portion of

the normal load through its

normal spring with spring

constant kN , the deflection of

which depends on the wear

heights of the individual blocks

and the magnitude of the

partitioned normal load. Lateral

springs with spring constant kL
attached to each block simulate

resistance (X) to slip (S) against

the cyclic slider distance (L) in

proportion to the normal load

and friction coefficient
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adH�
i ¼ bdH�

i ð13Þ
aFN � aS ¼ bFN � bS ð14Þ

Taking Eq. (14) and substituting Eq. (7) for the slip as a

function of normal load, stroke length, lateral spring con-

stants, and friction coefficient gives Eq. (15) in an expan-

ded form.

aFN � L�
al�aFN

kL

� 	
¼ bFN � L�

bl�bFN

kL

� 	
ð15Þ

Recognizing that the sum of the two forces on the block

is equal to the total applied force, Eq. (15) can be rewritten

in terms of the normal force aFN and the total force FT as

shown in Eq. (16).

FT � 2 � aFN½ � � L � kL = bl � F2
T � 2 � FT � aFN þ aF2

N

� �

þ al � aF2
N

ð16Þ

For this problem, we have made the following additional

assumptions. First, we have assumed that the friction

coefficient bl is greater than the friction coefficient al,

(bl[ al). Second, as a logical result of the first assump-

tion, the force bFN is always greater than aFN (bFN [ aFN).

Non-dimensionalization of aFN is normalized by the total

applied force FT and following the assumptions of this

problem definition 0\aF�
N\1=2. Additionally, the friction

coefficients can be written in terms of bl, where
al ¼ bl� Dl, and Dl is a difference in the friction coef-

ficients. These substitutions provide a useful method to

simplify the analysis of stability and to recast the Eq. (16)

in a slightly simpler form, Eq. (17).

1 � 2 � aF�
N

� �
=

FT

L � kL
� bl� 2 � bl � aF�

N þ ð2 � bl� DlÞ � aF�2
N

� �
ð17Þ

This expression, Eq. (17), can be further simplified by

recognizing that the fraction FT=L � kL is itself a dimen-

sionless group. To further simplify the analysis, assume

that the system is designed such that when l ¼ 1, both of

the lateral springs will be stretched the length of the stroke

without the blocks slipping (L ¼ FT=2 � kL), which con-

fines the problem to situations where l� 1. For this anal-

ysis, the ratio FT=L � kL is then equal to 2. With this

substitution, Eq. (17) can be rearranged into Eq. (18),

which is given in the form of a classic and familiar quad-

ratic expression in aF�
N .

ð2 � bl� DlÞ � ðaF�
NÞ

2 þ ð1 � 2 � blÞ � ðaF�
NÞ

þ ðbl� 1=2Þ ¼ 0
ð18Þ

Examination of Eq. (18) reveals that solutions for aF�
N

are real, positive, and between 0 and � for values of

0\bl\1=2. The system will always reach this intermediate

stable condition when the friction coefficient for block ‘b’

is\� (Eq. 19).

bl\1=2 ð19Þ

Fundamentally, this condition makes physical sense and

can be described as follows. Given a design in which a

friction coefficient of l ¼ 1, and the load of FT=2 is suf-

ficient to stretch the spring to a condition of no slip, then

for any friction coefficient less than bl ¼ 1=2 there is

insufficient traction to pull the spring to the zero slip

condition, even if all of the load is on the block. Thus, the

bifurcation is entirely dependent on whether or not at full

load on a single block there is sufficient traction to go to a

zero slip and thus zero wear condition. If so, the system

will bifurcate and focus all of the slip on one of the blocks

and the entire load on the other. If not, then the system will

find a steady wearing configuration that partitions the load

as given by Eq. (15). This is shown schematically in Fig. 2,

where the solid lines describe the behavior of block b in

each of the two cases and the dashed lines describe the

conditions of block a.

2.4 An Analytical Solution for the Time Constant

In the spirit of bounding this problem and defining a time

constant for the evolution of wear to a steady-state condi-

tion, a time constant has been derived analytically. A few

modifications to the model are necessary in order to arrive

at an analytical solution for the dimensionless recession of

Fig. 2 Force partitioning on the two blocks is dependent on the force

and slip on each block in the previous cycle. In this system, when
bl\1=2, one cycle will always eventually occur in which
aDh� ¼ bDh�, in which case the forces on each block will stabilize

before the blocks reach the zero slip/zero force condition and the

blocks will continue to wear together indefinitely. When bl[ 1=2, the

blocks wear independently until a condition of zero slip (block b) and

zero load (block a) is achieved. The dashed lines describe the two

cases for block a, and the solid lines describe the two cases for block b
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material for each block. One block is artificially con-

strained such that it does not slip, and therefore does not

wear. The analytical solution, Eq. (20), describes the dif-

ferential recession of material, adh, of the other block as a

function of the wear rate, the normal spring stiffness, the

stroke length, the initial slip of the wearing block, and the

apparent contact area.

adh
dn

¼ K

A

FT

2
� kN

ah

2

� 	
So þ

l � kN � ah
2 � kL

� 	
ð20Þ

The total wear height, ah, is reached by integration and is

given by Eq. (21), in which a new variable, k, is defined by

Eq. (22). The non-dimensional expression for the wear

height of a block is given by Eq. (23). A time constant for

the system, Ns, describes the number of cycles the simu-

lation progresses before reaching 63.2 %, or (1 - 1/e), of

the final height difference between the two blocks.

ah ¼ FT

kN

1 � e�k�i

1 þ L
So
� 1


 �
e�k�i

0
@

1
A ð21Þ

k ¼ K � kN � L
2 � A ð22Þ

aH� ¼ 1 � e�
X
2
�i

1 þ 1
S�o
� 1


 �
e�

X
2�i

ð23Þ

Ns ¼ � 2

X� lnðS�oÞ � lnðe� 1 þ S�oÞ
� �

ð24Þ

3 Results and Discussion

A representative set of results from a complete numerical

simulation using the dimensionless formulation discussed

in Sect. 2.2 and the problem formulation outlined in

Table 1 and followed in Sect. 2.3 are shown in Fig. 3.

These plots reveal the progression of wear versus cycle

number over a billion passes. X�, given in Eq. (10), con-

tains the wear rate, and the fiction coefficients along with

the difference in friction coefficient can be seen to drive the

separation in the two solutions. What is clearly apparent in

this figure is that as the wear depths diverge between the

two blocks so too does that normal load. Additionally, the

numerical solution reveals that the criterion of bl ¼ 1=2 as

the critical point is correct. The result of this numerical

simulation is typical and illustrates the salient features of

the model. Namely, even a simple binary system is capable

of spontaneously generating an instability that bifurcates

the behavior driving one block to a zero wear condition as a

result of wearing out of contact, while the other achieves

zero wear because it ends up carrying all of the load

without slip. While such a process appears to be an

advantageous behavior producing zero wear, this is often

orthogonal to the designed purpose of the system, which

may be to provide traction, damping, coordinated move-

ment, or distribution of stress. These Janus blocks are so

named because of the opposite terminus processes by

0.0
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Fig. 3 Using simulation constants such that bl[ al and 1 � bl ¼ S�o
and X� ¼ 5 � 10�4 (Table 1), the friction coefficient of block b, bl,

and the difference in friction coefficient between block a and b, Dl,

are varied. The effect thereof on a the cyclic evolution in wear height

of each block and b the cyclic evolution of the force partition across

the blocks is shown. Friction coefficients for block b[ 1=2 allow the

wear of the blocks to diverge to a condition of zero wear. The

behavior of block b in the three cases is described by black lines. The

grey lines describe the behavior of block a. The final non-dimensional

height difference between the two blocks when bl[ 1=2 is equal to

FT=kN . When bl[ 1=2, the blocks eventually reach a condition in

which they wear the same height each cycle thereafter, indefinitely

Table 1 Simulation constants such that 1 � bl ¼ S�o

FT (total normal load) 1000 N

kN (normal spring constant) 100 N/mm

kL (lateral spring constant) 10 N/mm

L (slider displacement) 50 mm
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which they stop wearing and because one of the blocks

appears to run away in terms of wear while the other

monotonically drops to zero.

The progression of this evolution in wear follows the

mathematical form of geometric growth, which is consis-

tent with the physics of integrating prior states that drive

future states. This seemingly divergent behavior is seen to

be the expected outcome for such lightly coupled systems.

Interestingly, the most effective way to eliminate this

process is by reducing the friction coefficient and thus

ensuring that slip must occur in the contact and that a

condition of complete stick is impossible. Such a system,

though robust to fluctuations in input variability, is oddly

stiff, low friction, and high wear (i.e., this Janus process is

more likely to be seen in soft, high friction, and low-wear

systems). The difference in the wear depth at steady state is

shown to simply be (FT=kN), which demonstrates a finding

that stiff systems in the normal direction will process

smaller differences in the overall wear progression.

In many applications that involve a sacrificial tribolog-

ical part, it is desirable to consume the material in a gradual

and predictable fashion. The plot in Fig. 4 reveals that as

predicted by the simple models, the wear rate itself is not

sufficient to alter or arrest the bifurcation process—it

simply delays the time for onset. This plot was generated

over a billion cycles and despite being plotted on log-

versus-log scaling shows that the final wear depths are

nearly identical over six orders of magnitude variation in

wear rate. The analytical solution for the time constant to

steady-state behavior is plotted in Fig. 5a–c and clearly

reveals that the wear rate is the dominant determinant in

the time to steady state (Fig. 5c), but not necessarily the

total amount of wear.

What we have shown in this simple model is that such a

process is inherently a risky design philosophy, because of

variability in components. Fundamentally, these variabili-

ties lead to minute differences in the first cycle slip events.

These slip events drive differences in wear across surfaces

that were notionally designed to wear together as a system.

From a design perspective, the precision required to

maintain infinite stability is practically unachievable. The

rate with which the system diverges is directly proportional

to the accumulated errors that result in the first cycle slip

differences between the blocks. For many practical appli-

cations, the emergence of preferential wear on a single

object in a multi-body dynamic system may not imply a

material difference at all; rather, it may be the result of a

simple kinematic coupling of load transfer as illustrated

here. This model may be useful as a basis for more com-

plex future simulations that seek to study the results of

other coupling methods between the blocks that may

influence the design of systems susceptible to irregular or

runaway wear.

1 10 100 1,000

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

0.01

0.1

1

10-1

10-3

10-5

10-7

к (mm3

decreasing к

1 10 100 1 10 100
thousands millions

a,
b H

* i

cycles (i)

aH*, bH*

Fig. 4 Using simulation constants such that bl[ al, and

1 � bl ¼ S�o, bl ¼ 0:95 and Dl ¼ 0:05, the wear rate, K, is varied.

Decreasing the wear rate increases the number of cycles before the

blocks reach the zero wear condition

Fig. 5 a The dimensionless differential wear height of block a with

block b constrained to zero wear as is necessary in order to provide an

analytical solution. b The dimensionless wear heights of block a as it

evolves when block b is constrained to zero wear. c The effect of

varying S�o and X� on the time constant, Ns
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4 Conclusion

This analysis of Janus blocks reveals that under conditions

of low-wearing materials, slight differences in any of the

parameters (load, spring stiffness, wear rate, or geometry)

will lead to a situation in which one of the blocks appears

to run away and incur all of the wear while the other

monotonically moves toward a condition of complete stick

and zero wear. The critical parameters to suppress this are

to design a system in which sliding is always ensured even

if all of the load is carried by a single component. Systems

that cannot proceed to a complete stick and complete slip

scenario will continuously wear and will do so with a

partitioning that is entirely determined by the variations in

the friction, wear, and stiffness across the design.
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